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The field of educational psychology draws from a variety of diverse disciplines including human development across the life span, measurement and statistics, learning and motivation, and teaching. And within these different disciplines, many other fields are featured including psychology, anthropology, education, sociology, public health, school psychology, counseling, history, and philosophy. In fact, when taught at the college or university level, educational psychology is an ambitious course that undertakes the presentation of many different topics all tied together by the theme of how the individual can best function in an "educational" setting, loosely defined as anything from pre-school through adult education. Educational psychology can be defined as the application of what we know about learning and motivation, development, and measurement and statistics to educational settings (both school- and community-based).     
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Implementing Responsive Design: Building sites for an anywhere, everywhere web (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2012

	
		A few years back, photography legend Chase Jarvis smartly observed that
	
		“the best camera is the one that’s with you.” It was a mildly shocking assertion
	
		at the time, but it rings true: the perfect shot is rarely planned. Rather, it sneaks
	
		up on you.
	


	
		Perhaps the light is perfectly...
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Beginning Oracle Programming (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	This book teaches you all of the core concepts behind using the database, provides you the tools and techniques you need to master, and gives you practical working examples of Oracle programming in action. This book is aimed at would-be Oracle developers and administrators alike. No matter what your background, this book can guide you, using...
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LPIC-1: Linux Professional Institute Certification Study Guide: (Exams 101 and 102)Sybex, 2013

	Updated for the latest LPIC-1 Exams 101 and 102


	The LPIC-1 certification measures your understanding of the Linux Kernel. As the Linux server market continues to grow, so does the demand for certified Linux administrators. Prepare for the latest versions of the LPIC-1 exams 101 and 102 with the new edition of this detailed Study...
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Electronic Circuits for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2004
FROM CIRCUIT FAINT HEART TO CIRCUIT LION HEART IN 57 EASY AND FUN LESSONS  

  Featuring everything an electronics hobbyist could want to learn about circuits and circuit design, Dave Cutcher's Electronic Circuits for the Evil Genius makes it fun to achieve genuine mastery, one simple lesson at a time. What's...
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Mathematics for Game Developers (Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Math is a fundamental part of any game developer’s programming arsenal.Without
a strong understanding of math, you can easily waste days solving a problem
in a game that, in reality, is as simple as 1-2-3. If you’re considering
programming a game that is even slightly complicated, you must realize that it is crucial...
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An Introduction to Cryptography, Second Edition (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 2006
Continuing a bestselling tradition, An Introduction to Cryptography, Second Edition provides a solid foundation in cryptographic concepts that features all of the requisite background material on number theory and algorithmic complexity as well as a historical look at the field.  With numerous additions and restructured material, this edition...
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